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THE ALL INDIA PROFESSIONALS’ CONGRESS 
 

 
The All India Professionals’ Congress (AIPC) is India’s first political platform focused 
on the needs and aspirations of working professionals in the country. The idea of 
AIPC germinated from the assessment that professionals in today’s India are 
disconnected from politics, a starkly different situation from the first couple of 
decades after Indian independence. 

The fundamental purpose of AIPC’s existence is to build an ecosystem centred 
around connecting our Fellows to the political domain. Our Fellows will help promote 
AIPC’s core tenets of Liberty, Equality, Plurality and Social Justice and work to 
achieving these political goals for themselves and millions of fellow Indians. 

AIPC Fellows will lend their expertise to analyzing the diverse set of problems that 
pervade our society from sanitation to employment, providing a voice to the voiceless 
that is capable of reaching as far as the hallowed halls of the Parliament of India. 
Fellows will also take up meaningful social work in their local areas in the spirit of 
giving back to society. Lastly, AIPC Fellows will benefit from joining a nationwide 
network of professionals, all of whom share a common set of values and beliefs.  

AIPC is a key department of the Indian National Congress, India’s oldest and largest 
political movement. AIPC’s work will feed into supporting the parent party’s political 
goals and objectives 

Sign up now and join us in our bid to transform Indian Politics and build a better 
future for ourselves and our countrymen: 

Register online: http://www.professionalscongress.com 

Call: 044-48567373 

Email: profcong.tn@gmail.com 
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Context 
 
Over 90% of India’s non-farm employment is provided by small to medium 
enterprises. Amongst these, Textile small to medium enterprises hold pole position, 
contributing about 14 percent to industrial production, 4 percent to the GDP, and 17 
percent to the country's export earnings. The Textiles industry provides 2400 jobs 
per Crore of capital investment. Large enterprises that typically invest in capital 
intensive industries can only generate 10 to 30 jobs per Crore of investment. India is 
capital constrained but has an abundant supply of a young labour force. In order to 
address and leverage this demographic dividend, it is imperative for the country to 
provide the requisite support by way of skilling, employment assistance, credit 
availabiltiy and marketing to the labor intensive small to medium sector.  
 
This paper is the first in a series of white papers that AIPC Tamil Nadu will author, 
focusing on key labor intensive industries, identifying challenges to growth that are 
both local and global and offering recommendations on policy interventions required 
by the state and central governments.  

Introduction 
	

Tiruppur is the premier knitwear cluster of India. It has emerged as a leading export 
cluster in knitwear and has established its presence in Europe, US and in the Pacific. 
Individual units are highly specialized at the manufacturing of fabric, dyeing, 
processing, knitting and export marketing. Home to over six million workers and 
responsible for 50% of India’s knitwear exports, it stands as a shining example of 
cluster based industries that are responsible for a majority of non farm employment 
in our country. It is today however on the verge of shutting down as the small to 
medium units that dominate the cluster as well the exporters who are the last 
mile to the customer, both have been unable to withstand the  dual impact of 
demonetization and a faulty GST implementation.  In this report we examine the 
problems faced by the Tiruppur Textile cluster, the conditions globally, in the state 
and center that have allowed these insurmountable challenges to surface and 
provide recommendations for ways to resuccitate the cluster. 

Current challenges in Global Markets 
 
Global trade of Textiles and garments was a tightly regulated space from 1974 to 
2004.  The governing agreement, refered to as The Multi Fibre Arrangement (MFA) 
imposed quotas on the amount developing countries could export to developed  
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countries. In the MFA era, some countries received preferential qoutas and benefited 
more than others. It was widely believed that these countries would lose to more 
competitive countries such as India and China once the MFA was dismantled.  

The annual growth of Textile exports from India recorded a sharp increase from 
11.77% in 2004-05 to 24.93% during 2005-06, the period immediately after the quota 
removal. Subsequntly,India slowed down as it was confronted with strong 
competitors from Vietnam and Bangladesh in the US Market and Turkey and 
Bangladesh in the EU market.  Today, Bangladesh and Vietnam have increased 
their share of the global export market, benefitting the most from rising wage levels in 
China, while India is struggling to hold onto its 3-4% share of the market.  

 
    Source: Economic Survey of India 

 

Free Trade Agreements 
The unwinding of the MFA and the end of the quota regime was soon replaced by 
bilateral free trade agreements. One such example is the EU FTA agreement with 
Bangladesh. Bangladesh enjoys duty free access to European markets, while Indian 
firms have to pay 9.6 percent duty on their exports. Vietnam, a member of the Trans 
Pacific Partnership agreement was set to get favorable terms from the United States 
and avoid a 10.2 percent tarriff ,until Donald Trump pulled the United States out of 
the TPP. With average operating margins of 5 to 10 percent, its impossible for indian 
manufacturers to absorb these external shocks. 

In terms of the impact of FTAs on the domestic market, the market for knitwear 
products is being flooded post GST with readymade garments from Bangladesh. In 
fact, in the half year following the GST implementation, imports from Bangladesh 
grew by more than 50% year on year. Garment manufacturers in India have to pay 
duty on imported fabrics, while Bangladesh can import fabric from China duty-free 
and convert them into garments and sell to India duty-free. Furthermore, In the pre-
GST regime, the government had protected domestic garment manufacturers through 
levy of countervailing duty on import, equivalent to the excise duty on domestically 
manufactured garments, in addition to education cess. This protection has gone away  
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after GST implementation. With the current regulations,  garment manufacturers from 
Bangladesh get 10-15 per cent of cost advantage over production in India. 

Higher Real Exchange Rates and Cost of Labor 
Real exchange rate is the product of nominal exchange rate (units of foreign 
currency or the US dollar per one rupee, which is the reference rate for the RBI) and 
the ratio of domestic price level to world price level. Given the nominal rate, if 
domestic inflation rises relative to world price level, the real exchange rate rises. The 
rise in real exchange rate renders exports more expensive to buyers. 

The Indian Rupee since 2013 has appreciated in real terms by over 20%, putting 
pressure on exporters who already compete with countries such as Bangladesh 
where labour costs are 25% lower than in Indian and the overall product costs are 
15% lower.  

Current challenges in Domestic Policy  
Cost of Raw Material 
Cotton knitwear manufacturers in India have long been victim to shocks in the price 
of cotton, their primary raw material. The government of India has adopted a flip flop 
approach on the cotton export policy, often reacting in a delayed manner, after 
several mills are forced to shut down due to the high price or unavailabiltiy of cotton. 
With countries such as Bangladesh having to import almost all of their cotton from 
overseas, domestic cotton production should ideally be a source of strength and 
competitive advantage for the Indian Textile market. However, even though India 
remains the second biggest producer of cotton in the world, the unchecked exports 
for the same have led to high prices and limited availaibility, forcing mills to stock in a 
capital constrained environment and face downside pricing risks.  

Indirect Taxation 

GST 
A flawed implementation of the Goods and Services Tax introduced in the month of 
July 2017 has led to several complications in the day to day operations of Tiruppur’s 
MSME units. While many were outside the net of taxation prior to the rollout of GST, 
those who now fall within the exemption limits are still forced to register as their 
buyers look to avoid the complications of self invoicing. Add to that the onerous 
monthly filing process and the imperfect implementation of E-way bills, compliance 
costs and delays have taken a severe toll on almost all manufacturers in Tiruppur. 

Duty Drawback 
An indirect impact of the GST rollout was the Central Board of Excise and Customs' 
(CBEC's) decision to revise the duty drawback rate from 7.6 percent to 2 percent. 
With an average operating margin of 5 percent, it is impossible for any small to 
medium exporter to absorb the reduction in the duty drawback rate.  

The old and new drawback rates for cotton yarn, cotton grey fabric, cotton garment 
and made-ups are given below 
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Description Old Duty Drawback rate 
(2016-17) 

New Duty Drawback rate 
(2017-18) 

Cotton Yarn 2.5% 1.2% 

Cotton Grey Fabric 4.3% 1.3% 

Cotton Garment 7.7% 2.0% 

Made-ups 7.3% 2.0% 

 

Working Capital Constraints 
In the pre-GST era, taxes were remitted at quarterly intervals. Now, the working 
capital cycle of the business has changed to a monthly cycle. Liquidity of business 
has tightened as on the one hand they have to remit taxes collected on goods and 
services sold in the previous month, while on the other hand, trade credit, will 
continue to be 90 days or more in many cases.  

Liquidity has also come under pressure through delays in the enterprise getting the 
benefit of Input tax credit or if its supplier does not remit taxes on the sale of inputs in 
time. Earlier if the goods supplied were rejected by a customer and the goods as well 
as the invoices were returned, then no tax was payable on such transactions. Now, 
under GST, once the goods are supplied, irrespective of whether they are returned or 
not, taxes are required to be paid even as the buyer may get the benefit of trade 
credit. However, in case the goods are returned later, a refund can be claimed. 

Funds are therefore blocked through a combined effect of monthly GST payments, 
receivables on account of a longer trade credit cycle and possible delays in refund of 
tax credits. Further, banks reeling under bad loans are also reluctant to give credit.  

Rebate of State Levies  
The rebate of state levies comprises value-added tax (VAT) on fuel used in the 
transport of raw materials, finished goods and factory workers, and VAT on fuel used 
in generation of captive power, Mandi tax on purchase of cotton, duty on electricity 
used in manufacturing as accumulated from stage of cotton and man-made Fibre 
(MMF) till garment or made-up stage, stamp duties on export documents and 
state GST on inputs used in the production of cotton, and embedded SGST in 
purchases from unregistered dealers.  

The rebate of state levies(ROSL) was provided as an export incentive by the 
Government of India, as part of a scheme which came into effect from the 20th of 
September, 2016.  The rebate rate ranges from 2.65 per cent to 3.9 per cent 
depending on the description of goods. The same ROSL rebate rate was continued 
for three months from July 1, 2017 to September 30, 2017 after the implementation 
of GST on July 1, 2017. The ROSL rate was revised from October 1, 2017; for cotton 
T-shirts, it was revised from 3.5 per cent to 1.7 per cent. In addition to the ROSL, an 
additional incentive provided by the government to the tune of 4% of FOB export 
value is the MEIS incentive which is valid till the month of June 2018.  
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The primary issue that exists today with ROSL is that the government has yet to 
release a majority of the funds due to exporters under this scheme. According to an 
article in Business standard on the 20th of February this year “The backlog 
for readymade garments between September 2016 and March 2018 would be 
around Rs 13.68 billion, and for the Tiruppur Knitwear Exports at around Rs 3.30 
billion”.  

Labor Laws and Regulations 
Labor laws involve mandatory contributions to PF and ESI that reduce the take home 
salary of a regularized worker by almost 45%. This acts as an unnecessary tax on 
employer and employee both as the employer is forced to keep wages high with no 
immediate benefit to the employee. Similarly, minimum overtime pay pegged at twice 
the normal wage rate also prevents employers from putting in more hours in a 
productive workday and prevents the employees from gaining disposable income.   

Education and Healthcare 
Education and healthcare both have a direct bearing on the productivity of workers in 
the industry. While every worker in Tiruppur is a beneficiary of on the job training, the 
lack of avenues to obtain formal skilling has led to low rates of productivity and high 
wastage. The wastage of material in stitching units is as high as 7%, leading to a 
man to machine ratio that is twice as much as our competitors. Furthermore, 
products also suffer from an inconsistency in quality which damages the “made in 
India”  brand. 

The six lakh strong workforce of Tiruppur, most of whom make an ESI contribution 
for their healthcare needs, have only two small dispensaries that masquerade as 
hospitals for their healthcare. The total monthly contribution to ESI is between eight 
to ten crores a month, enough for the government to build an ESI Hospital at 
Tiruppur. In the absence of one, workers have to take the entire day off to visit a 
hospital in Coimbatore. 

Logistics 
On logistics, India is handicapped relative to competitors in a number of ways. The 
costs and time involved in getting goods from factory to destination are greater than 
those for other countries Further, few very large capacity containers (VLCC) come to 
Indian ports to take cargo so that exports have to be transshipped through Colombo 
which adds to travel costs and hence reduces the flexibility for manufacturers 

Country USD Per Km Days Taken 

 
Logistics Cost 

Customs/Port Clearance & Delivery to 
US East Cost 

India 7 31 
China 2.5 15.5 
Bangladesh 3.9 31 
Vietnam 7 20 
Sri Lanka 3 26 
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Vietnam: A Field Study Report 
	

The Vietnamese apparel production industry started two decade ago. However they 
weren’t a significant contributor to the world supply until 2005. They are presently 
catering to 5.9% of the world requirement . Total Export of Textile and Apparel 
amounts to USD 31 billion of which apparel exports contributes to the  tune of 80%. 
They export to the EU, US, Canada, Mexico, Japan of which the EU’s share is 30% 
USA 60% and the others 10%. Their Textile and Apparel Export turnover for the year 
2017 amounts to 31 Billion US Dollar’s and they have grown at a CAGR of 10% for 
the past 10 years.  
 

Government Involvement in the industry 
90% of the factories in Vietnam work on a ready to cut material base production. The 
sourcing companies source fabrics from China, Korea, India, Pakistan, Italy and 
Turkey. There are about 5000 apparel manufacturing factories comprising of MSME 
and corporates. 20% of these establishments are 100% FDI based. There are state 
owned enterprise which are turned into private owned factories but a significant 
stake is still held by the Government and about 12% of the countries apparel 
turnover comes from these enterprise which operate under the name VINATEX. 
Most of the FDI is from China, Korea, India, Japan, Turkey and Taiwan. 
 
2.5 million workers are engaged in this sector. The government is assisting the 
factories in providing skill training and the attrition level is about an average of 10%. 
The skills of workers are outstanding as far as analytical skills, work discipline, 
attitude and commitment to the job they do .There is only one Trade union operating 
across the country named as Vietnam General Confederation of Labour (VGCL). 
Wages are negotiated every year by a tripartite committee comprising of Labour 
union, Labour Ministry and VINATEX.  Negotiations start in July and a report to the 
Government is submitted by September, subsequnt to which the new wage 
correction is announced in the month of January. This year an increase of 6% has 
been fixed. CAGR of the Industry , GDP and Consumer price index are taken into 
account for the calculation of Minimum wages.  
 
The country is divided into 4 zones based on the cost of living and soci economic 
conditions. Labourers are provided with facilities like fair minimum wages, Insurance 
benefits such as Social security , health and unemployment. Minimum wages starts 
from USD 110 to USD 170 per month and on an average workers take home a sum 
of USD 240 to USD 330 per month depending on the  zones and policy of the 
individual units.  
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Vietnam factories follow line systems, lean manufacturing, 5S, Visual Control 
systems , Data Monitoring, and rejection analysis, leading to a production efficiency 
of over 95%. The factories are very clean and well maintained wherein management 
provides free meal to the workers.  
 

Operations   
Vietnam factories seek a lead time of 90 days from the date of order to delivery and 
they work on 45 days lead time in the case of never out of stock orders. The factories 
are booked with orders for 6 to 8 months.  
 
Almost all the factories employs 70% women workers. Foreigners are allowed to 
work only as managers and Indians, Sri Lankans and Turkish nationals are mostly 
employed in these managerial positions. Every Factory has a trade union 
representatives who accompany Government authorities as well as International 
buyers on factory audits. These union representatives takes care of the smooth 
running of the factory by addressing  worker issues as and when the need arises.  
 
In a nutshell, Vietnam is an emerging apparel supplier and through its consistent 
delivery of quality products, has created a demand for “ MADE IN VIETNAM” 
apparels in the International markets. 

New Textile Policies in Emerging States 
	

Telengana’s Policy: A Primer 
In a major boost to the Textiles and apparels sector in Telangana, the State 
government announced Telangana Textile and Apparel Incentive Scheme 2017, 
providing a slew of capital and operational incentives for Textiles and apparels 
industries to be established in the State. The incentives will be applicable for both 
new industries as well as existing units for the next five years. 
 
The incentives will provide towards Capital Assistance, Operational Assistance, 
Infrastructure Support, Capacity building and Skill development Support, and also 
Fibre to Fabric incentive. For units established with an investment of Rs 200 crore or 
above or providing more than 1,000 jobs, the incentives will be customised further. 
 
A capital subsidy of 25 per cent will be provided for conventional Textile industries 
and 35 per cent for technical Textiles industries involved in production of Medical 
Textiles, Geo Textiles, Agro Textiles, and protective clothing among others. An 
additional capital subsidy of five per cent will be provided to units promoted by  
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SC/ST entrepreneurs or persons with disability (PWD). A capital incentive of 20 per 
cent of cost of plant and machinery up to Rs 5 crore per unit, will be provided to 
existing units for modernisation and adoption of advanced technologies. An 
additional rebate of five per cent will be extended on capital investment and power, 
for industrial units with start-to-finish production chain comprising production of 
Textile fibre to fabric as an integrated family. 
 
Similarly, an operational assistance of up to 75 per cent will be extended towards 
interest rates, against loans availed for establishment of these units over a period of 
eight years. Power subsidy ranging from Rs 1-2 per unit will be provided depending 
on the size of each industry up to five years. The government will reimburse 100 per 
cent of stamp duty paid for land purchase or lease. Further, GST collected on end 
product within value chain, will be reimbursed 100 per cent for a period of seven 
years. 
 
Towards infrastructure support, the government will allot land with rebate up to 50 
percent on land cost for major industries or 25 per cent rental subsidy on built-up 
space owned by TSIIC for MSME units. Subsidies will be provided on industrial water 
supply, environmental conservation infrastructure, and infrastructure like roads, 
power and water. Under Telangana State Skills Development Mission, the 
government will provide subsidies towards capacity building and skill development 
support to facilitate reputed institutions involved in Textiles-related training 
programmes to set up their permanent centres in the State. 

Recent Interventions by Government of India 
	

Government of India announced a Rs. 6000 Crore package for the apparel sector on 
22nd June 2016. Major components of the package included enhanced subsidy 
under Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme for concessional import of 
machinery from 15 per cent to 25 per cent (conditional on firms generating requisite 
employment); implementation of Rebate of State Levies on Export( RoSL) for state 
levies which were not refunded through duty drawback earlier; Government to bear 
12 per cent of the employers’ contribution of the full EPFS for new workers; 
increasing overtime caps in line with ILO norms; and introduction of fixed term 
employment.Implementation of the scheme began in November 2016. The RoSL 
alone was estimated to cost the exchequer around Rs 5,500 crore in three years (of 
the Rs 6,000-crore package). However, a majority of the RoSL is yet to be refunded 
to exporters. While the scheme itself did not have a statistically significant impact on 
the RMG of other natural fibres, except wool, the package had a positive impact on 
the exports of Ready Made Garments (RMG) of Man-made fibres. 
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Recommendations 
GST related issues should be resolved immediately 
Prior to GST implementation, the sum total of export incentives totalled 13.65% of 
FOB (Freight on Board) value. Subsequent to the GST implementation, this fell to 8% 
, a steep reduction of 5.7%. Of this 5.7%, exporters are allowed to claim paid GST 
which will be another 2%, assuming it is paid properly an on time by the suppliers to 
the exporters. Therefore, the net loss in incentives is 3.7%.  

The central government has promised that the 90% of the GST would be refunded 
within 9 days from the date of exports, with the remaining being refunded in 90  days. 
However, a majority of people have neither received their GST refunds, nor their 
promise ROSL. The government should process GST refunds and ensure refunds 
are credited immediately. Similarly, refund of state levies that have again found a 
place in this years budget should be released in totality with immediate effect. Lastly, 
as long as the exporters continue to be tarriff disadvantaged in exports to EU when 
compared to competitors such as Bangladesh, the 3.7% gap in incentives should be 
restored.  

Sign FTA with the EU, Protect Against Bangladesh imports 
Bangaldesh and Cambodia export duty free to the EU. Vietnam might also join this 
club in the near future as it is in FTA negotiations with the EU. The EU has also 
recently accorded GSP+ status to Sri Lanka as a preferential country. India has been 
negotiating an FTA with the EU since 2008,  which is said to be held up because of 
the implications of market access on the auto sector and the winery sector. Given the 
higher capability of the apparel market to produce jobs per rupee of investment, it 
would be prudent for the government to enter into the agreement as soon as 
possible.  
 
The Bertelsmann Stiftung, a German not-for-profit foundation, has released a study 
on potential effects of the EU-India FTA based on economic modelling by the IFO 
Institute for Economic Research in Munich. The results pointed to benefits for both 
partners with EU gaining by $ 22.5 billion (0.14 per cent increase) and India by $28.4 
billion (1.3 per cent increase). As for sectors which would gain or lose from this FTA, 
India would gain the most in business services ($6.4 billion) and Textiles/apparels 
($6.6 billion). Automotive and mineral sectors would lose $1.6 billion and $1.1 billion 
respectively. 
 
In terms of readymade garment imports from Bangladesh, there is an urgent need to 
impose safeguard measures such as Rules of Origin, Yarn Forward and Fabric 
Forward Rules on countries like Bangladesh and Sri Lanka that have 
free trade agreements (FTAs) with India to prevent cheaper fabrics produced from 
countries like China routed through these countries. Furthermore, just as the central  
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government increased the basic duty on polyster fabric from 10% to 20%, post GST 
implementation, so should it increase the basic duty on Bangladesh readymade 
garment imports to protect local apparel manufacturers.  
 

Cotton Price Controls 
The Central Government needs to regulate the cotton trade, cap speculative 
practices by MNCs having the benefit of low interest regimes in their respective 
countries to access capital and direct the Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) to sell to 
customers only to stabilise prices since traders/MNCs were inflating prices during the 
lean season. Similarly, cotton exports need to be restricted in order to prevent 
unavailability of the raw material when it is required by the Textiles industry.  
 

Reforming labour laws 
The present labour laws are one of the major reasons for the modest success in the 
labour intensive part of the Textile value chain in the country especially in 
comparison to Vietnam and Bangladesh in recent years.   
 
Units employing over 100 people currently fall under the purview of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, 1947. The Act stipulates that employers must obtain Government 
approval for lay-offs. In practice such permission is not easily granted. There is need 
to keep exporting units employing up to 500 workers free from the requirement of 
seeking prior Government approvals for lay-offs.  
 
The export business is seasonal and uncertain in nature. Exports of apparel and 
knitwear are a labour intensive activity and given the uncertainties in global markets, 
there is a need for flexibility in hiring labour. Hence, Export Oriented Units should be 
given permission to use contract labour without any restrictions.  
 

Invest in upskilling and health infrastructure 
The Tiruppur exporters have submitted a Rs.130 crore proposal to the govenrment of 
India to provide for a comprehensive training progrlam for the upskilling of over 2 
Lakh workers. This will reduce waste by 50% and increase productivity such that the 
increased tax revenues will allow for the investment in upskilling to be returned in 
less than a years time.  
 
Tiruppur is in dire need of an ESI hospital and has been asking successive 
governments to construct an ESI hospital for the last several years. If the 
government in unable to do the same, it should allow the exporters of Tiruppur to 
allow their employees to contribute to a private medical insurance scheme. This way  
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the employees can avail the benefits that they are unable to get even though 
together they contribute over 8 to 10 crores per month in ESI Payments.  
 

Tamil Nadu should release its own Textile Policy.  
Tamilndu needs to look into Odisha’s policy and Telangana’s policy outlined above 
and better the incentives offered. If no action is taken, just as a number of spinning 
mills have already moved to Gujarat, apparel manufacturers in Tiruppur will also 
move to Warangal and Bhubaneshwar in due course.  


